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Introduction

DIVIDING UP THE WORK ON HEALIH TEAMS;
TEJE ROLE OF iiEMINISTRAIErcaJ AND, MRNAGEMENT

DeWitt C. Baldwin, Jr.,.M.D.
American Medical-rAssociation

Beverly D. Ecwley, Efi.D.
Eastern Virginia Medical Authority

In reviewing the experience of the various student health team training
projects funded by HEW in the mid-seventies, Baldwin and Edinberg (1976)
identified four facul^ t^ models, each aimed at meeting differing goals
and functioi^. The first mod^ was that of a clinical preceptor faculty
team, in vMch the team conducted its own clinical practice, preferably in a
primary care setting, with students observing or participating as
preceptees. Hie second model involved an academic teaching faculty team,
i^ch had a primary responsibility for curriculimi and teaching about teams,
usually in an academic setting, with students enrolled in. required or
elective academic courses. Thicd> there was a consulting-managerial model, .
vfliere the faculty team served prijnarily as consultants to or managers of
other clinical or academic faculty teams in a variety of ^ttings,training
them to si^ervise the clinical or academic activities of tiie preceptees or
students. Model four was designated as a mixed-integrative faculty team, ''
\rfiich functioned simultaneously or sequentially as a teaching or m
team in one or more settings ai>d, in addition, consulted with or managed

•other faculty teams. In general, the choice of a particular faculty t-pain
model was seen to be related primarily to the goals and setting of the
program as well as to the predilections and capabilities of the faculty. At
the saine tune, it was believed that faculty teams attetrpting to teach
training and development probably needed to address all of these functions. '

Because of its long involvement with interdisciplinary education . .
(Baldwin and Baldwin, 1980), as well as the particular set of ni
surrounding the conception and funding of the Interdisciplinary iteam
Training ReseartOi and Curriculm Project (Tteam-^IRAC), the Ifliiversil^ of
Nevada, Reno, adopted a broad approach vdiich closely resembled the mixed,
integrative model. At the same time, there was recognition of a need
to promote teamwork in, the conduct of the separate, functions of clinical
care, teaching, consulting and management.

later, the Nevada grou^) described ah additional area, of te^ function
and collaboration around the activities of research and evaluation (Thornton
et al., 1979). Thus, vhile Baldwin and-Edinberg's original, topology
attenpted to differentiate between the various goals and functions of those
faculty teams involved specifically in student training, it was clearly
recognized that, within any team, there may be specific subsets of functions
and tasks that call for teainwork in their performance and achievement. The
need for the overall team to recognize and deal specifically with these
cctrrponent functions and tasks is regarded as a significant observation in
the ongoing develcprient of a theory of liealth teams. In other words, health
teams, vhatever their mission or setting, have specific subsets of goals,
roles and tasks, each of vAiich calls foif teamwork in its c^ ri^t and must
be addressed in the same way as are the overall goals, roles and tasks of
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the larger team. Whether or not the team as a vAiole delegates these
particular subsets of functions and cbjectives to a particular person or
subgroi?) or decides to deal with them as a total groag may have significant
duplications for issues of trust, energy, and effectiveness.

Teainwork in Admlmstration and Management

Additional functions vAiich have received less attention in the
developing literature on ^^g•«Tnq are those of administration and management.
Mast have tended to lunp the^ together with the issue of leadership
^ an aspect of overall team develcpnent. Hcwever, it was the observation
of the interdisciplinary faculty at the University of Nevada, Reno, that, ^
with the other functions of teadiing^ .service and research, admirustration
.and management must be recognized as "separate, but equal*' :pnctians
requiring teai^rk. They, too, must negotiate for recognition and a
significant place in the te^'s priorities and must be allocated tteir
a^rcpriate share of rescaorces, energy and personnel, if the team is to
achieve success. It is not enou^ to elect or designate, or to accept an
appointed or inherited project director and assume that the issue is
resolved. On an egalitarian team, such functions must be cperationalized in,
terms of roles and tasks and mi^ he negotiated in the same fa^iion as are
all others - and, we belike, early in the team's develcpnent.

It is iitportant at this point to clarify the functions of.
administration and management. Dictionary definitions are not particularly
iiseful^ since each contains references to the other term, i.e. an
administrator manages - a manager administers. While business texts
frequently attenpt to distinguish between them on the l^is of status, power
or role, in practice there is continuing confusion because most persons in ,
responsible positions car^ out both functions. On heedth teams, the tern
man^ement frequently is applied to various internal functions of the team,
sudi as establishing priorities, allocating resources and assigning tasks,
tiiile administration is seen as deciling with external demands such ^
funding, liaison, coraraunication, resource acquisition and personnel
management. Perhaps as much li^t an any is shed fcy the origins of the two
words. Administer comes from the Latin ad + ministrare, to attend or serve,
i^le the origins of manage relate to the old Etench word "manage", vftiich
means to handle a horse, as well as" to the latin "manus", or hand. That
these functions are not necessarily synonymous with leadership is one of the
more iitportant contributions of team theory (Parker, 1972).

Teamwork in management has long been recognized as the mark of a
progaressive organization. Ihus, management and labor in industry
periodically sit dcwn and negotiate issues such as production, cditpensation
and working conditions. The mission or goals are usually set by the
management or the owners and the administration sees that roles and tasks
are assigned and coordinated- Little, hcwever, appears to have been vnd.tten
eibout administrative team&k)rk on health' teams.

On health care teams, the role of administration and management becomes
one of facilitating the process of acconplishing the mission and work of the
team, and usually, involves defining the roles, tasks and'procedures
required to aoconpli^ the^ (Rubin, et cil., 1975). These latter appear to
fall in the realm of managing the process of teairorark and collaboration. If
this process is successful, some of the identified tasks will be seen as
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administrative, and one or more persons on the team may be or expected
to assume this role ^ perform these ta^. The recognition, negotiation,
arKi delegatiCTi of this role to a .particular subset of the team seems clearly
to be an ijrportant piece of "team work."

The Administrative Team at Nevac3a

At Nevada, the administrative role and ta^ was handled by a clearly
Identified subgroi?) or team, \diich worked closely with the leadership of the
other functional team conponents within the overall team project. Thus, on
regta^ occasions, menibers of the research, clinical and teaching groi5)s, in
addition to meeting on their own or with each other as i^cessary, would also
meet with the administrative team to work on internal issues, such as
leadership, decision-making, roles and goals, as well as the more immediate
issues of budget and resource allocation. This administrative team also was
ej^ected - once again by negotiation - to take the leading role in dealing

®^temal interfaces, including those with the administration
of the medical school and the university, as well as with funding agencies
and professional and comraunity gvav^. It is the purpose of this paper to
elaborate on the processes of team develcpnent and function in the li^t of
a closer examination of the structure and functions of this administrative
tep and to describe the particular constellation of skills and techniques
wnch appeared to be successful in this setting.

The administrative team at the University of Nevada included a senior
projmary care physician, with considerable e5?)efience in both the academic
and clinical aspecte of team function and develcpnent. He had'served as a
member of the previous interdisciplinary program and had written both of the
grants. He was also director of the medical school division in vAiich the
project was based, so that he carried clout at the administrative level and
was able to interpret and defend the program from external criticism.
Catrplenenting his skills were the knowl^ge ai^ skills of another member of
the administrative team, the program coordinator, \dio was a medical
sociologist with skills and experience in community and organizational
develcpnent. Stie also had clinical ea^ierience as a social worker. Both of
these persons had participated in the development of the team project and
had a commi'bment to the program in all of its objectives.

. Additionally, both of these persons had had experience with research
and evaluation and placed a hi^ priority on this area. They could.
interjiret the needs and direction of the research program and of the
research groi^ to tiie rest of the team,. as well as assist the coordinator of
the research team in her ta^. As a clinician, the physician-director ,w^
able to und^tand the necessary, demands and prbblems of the clinical care
ccanponent of program, \diile the program coordinator could work with the.
conplex organizational issues of team training and coordination. Finally,
both l^d had considerable eoqs^ience with teaching and with the academic
administration of the univegrsity and were able to carry out the.necessary
ste^ for course approval and ijtplementation of the academic program. The
administrative team also included the administrative assistant and the
several secretaries, all of \diam participated in both the administrative
team and entire faculty team meetings.

What is being described, tiien, is the essence of teamwork—the
interdependent and collaborative use of corrponent skills and knowledge in
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the performance of a clear task' and function. In this case, it was
ac3ininistration—the .nature of vftiich was exceedingly conplex and mi^t easily
have vitiated the energies and strengths of -the rest of the team had the
latter been forced to became preooci;^ied with their acconplishment. Thijs,
just as the research team was responsible for and carried out the d^ign,
gathering and analysis of reseairch and evaluation data from the project; the ,
clinical team designed and operated the clinical' setting; and the teaching
team planned and conducted, the team courses; so did the administrative team
take responsibility for its several functions, with the coinmon agreement and
understanding that such would be" reported back and discussed with the team
as a v^ole.

As with other team functions, this did not always work perfectly. At
times, the administrative team,' like the others, appeal^ to work apart from
and at odds with the oth^ groi^js. A major recison for this may have been
the inability of the administrative team at the beginning to see their job
clearly as a subset of team skills and functions, requiring its own team
development as well as effective information and feedback systems. Nor, at
first, did other subsets of the team clearly see the administrative role and
task as separable and delegatable, neither did they see thems^ves as
operating in assigned and, at times, segaratB ways.

Indeed, at the beginning of the team training program, the entire
faculty team felt that it ^ould be involved in every decision'aM 'in every
task. Ihus, vAien one subset of the team was assigned the sp^ific ta^ of •
designing the academic courses on team training, -their report, \Aiicfa wsis
based on a considerable amount of thou^t and work, was vigorously
criticized and revised by the team as a vAiole, leading the teaching groi?) to
wonder ^y they had bothered to take on the assigned task. While at the
tdine, this was viewed as a problem in -trust; in retrospect, it my equally
have been one of lack of clarity and failure to accept the two--way
responsibility of task delegation.

Related to this was the observation that \ftiile the total faculty team
frequently found itself at odds over vdiat priority should be assigned to its
seversd goals (teadiing, service, researdi), the te^ subsets seldom had
difficulty identi^ing their own primary goals and tasks. Thus, failure to
perceive and to agree on vAiich overall goal to focus, led to endless debate
and vitiation of effort and energy. Once again, trust frequently was
indicted, rather than lack of clarity. Despite the clear warnings of Rubin
and others, the faculty team firequently "mounted its horse and rode off in -
all directions!"

Negotiation of Subcrroup Roles and Tasks

An additional insist vAiich emerged during the course of the Team-TRAC
program was that there appears to be a particular order in vdiich such
subsets of tasks or functions are challenged and negotiated. While
undoubtedly influenced external deanands, in general, we believe that this
order also is related to the perceived^power of the pai±icular role or
discipline and the salience or priority of the task.. In the case at hand,
the overall faculty team first challenged and then sou^t to define the role
and task of the administrative team, .atteirpting to regulate how much of this
role and task ^ould and would be shared with other menibers of the team.
Once it became clearly understood that this task and role could and needed
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to be handled by a particular subgroi?), the administrative team proceeded
relatively unchallenged, interacting with the rest of the team on a daily
basis as appropriate, but chiefly throu^ a weekly meeting, at \Aiich the
r^resentatives or managers of each of the functional subgroims were
present.

Predictably, the next role to be cihallenged was that of the clinicians,
especially the physicians on the team. We believe that this was related- not
oi^y to ^ traditional power and prerogatives of this role, but also to the
hi^ science of the clinical mission. Thus, a clearer definition of the
physician's role, and of the relationship between the various clinicians on
the te^ appeared to be a next and necessary step in team negotiation.

A special issue involved the traditional "leadership" role of the
physician. VJhile this role is often assumed by the latter, or assigned fcy
other disciplines, given the egalitarian definition of the project, there
was no way in \diidi the nurses and others were prepared to passively
relinquish the leadership role to the physician, except in the most narrow
and essential dimension—that of final medical decision-naking. For
exairple, the physician was 1^-passed several tiines in selecting the position
of clinical team coordinator or manager—filled at first the social
worker.and later by one of the nurses. Even in the clinical'area, the .

spending lor^ hours in the clinic, managed to effectively control
the mo(^ities of time, space and information—^key elements vdiich define
power in aiy interactional model of behavior. Thus, in making any judgm^t,
the ^ysician (ar^ other team members) usually had to turn to the nurses for •
key information viiich th^ alone possessed. In retrospect, it is unclear if
this process was based on the personal characteristics of the physician and
the nurses, the pronounced norm of egalitariani^ found on the team, a VHgiri,
lack of trust among team members or was due to the vast clinical e35)erience >
of the team, \Aiose average age was 43 years.

Interestingly, at no time did it appear that the two nurses or their
roles were directly challenged the team. Whether this was due to the
fact that there were two of them (there was only one of every other
discipline represented on the clinical team), or were e^^ierienced players of
tte "Doctor-Nurse Game" (Stein, 1967), or effectively controlled the space,
time aM information systems, or were perceived as being included within the
physician or clinical role, they did not experience the same'degree of
challenge as did other "roles" on the team.

The next functions and roles to be systematically challenged and
defined were those of teaching and of the behavioral science personnel on
the team. These, pecans (social worker, psychologist and '"y»nnniriicq-t-ions)
were perceived as having special es^jertise, as well as time and energy to
address the t^diing tasks assumed by the faculty team. Yet, as "non-
medic^" clinicians their role in the clinic was less nievi-r and even in
teaching (x-diere the students were predominantly frcm medicine savl nursing)
the relevance and effectiveness of their contributions was questioned hy the
other di^iplines and groi^), especially the clinicians, vftio perceived the
major mission of the team to be clinical. . At the same time, one of the
behavioral scientists, periiaps because he was of. the sex, or befjwige he
was skilled in groijp and organizational bdiavior, continuously and
systematically cJiallenged the physician's role and behavior, reinforcing the
norm of egalitarianism. Indeed, it is possible, that this obviated the need
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for such diallenge to come frcon other team members.

The last functional role on the team to be systematically challenge
and reviewed was that of research and evcduation. Since these activities
were slew in starting and relatively "long term" in payoff, th^ did not at
first attract the attention or pose, a significant challenge to the other
members of the team for essential resources. Ihus, their perceived task ahd
role was accorded a Icwer place in the hierarchy of pressures and danands,
until the necessary acconpliahirent of their task began to specifically
corrpete for the tinte, energy and resources of other team members. At this
point, criticism peaked and there was conflict over the value and priority
of the task and role of research in the overall team effort. Only after
open confrontation and a grcwing awareness on the part of the research groi^
that "no'groi^) (task) is an island," did the rest of the team feel include
and begin to "own" the research effort (Ihomton et al., 1979).

long Term Survival

It is of ccffisiderable interest that, in retrospect, the particular 'task
groi:^ identified within the overall team, i.e. teaching, service, researdi '
and adidnistration, survived more intact as workdjig entities than did'the
overall project team vhicii numbered'10 persons. For exairple, two of ,the
three members of the research groi^ continued to work together for sevea^al'
years'after termination of the project (the third left the locality before
the project ended), three members of the clinical te^ continued to work in ,
close association as "ambers of a subsequent clinical team (the physician
also left at the termination of the project), and the members of the
administrative team continued to work together successfully in another .
arena. Because of the changes in the mission and eirphasis of the school .and
the cessation of outside support the overall interdisciplinary team •
effectively dispersed into various departments of the medical school a^
university.

It would appear then, that' teams formed around a hi^ily specific task
or function vhich is an integral and accepted part of the goal or mission of
the team—and of the school—^tend to survive in an intact fadiion ^re often
than does the overall project team, 'vdiich tends to have a short half-life
due to funding arid support patterns. This should not be surprisi^, since
such small groi5)ings tend to be more specific in their priorities'and ' •
functional in their cperation. In addition, such groi^ have more frequent
and intense interaction vhi^ increases cohesion (Homans, G.-, 1950).

l^t were some of the factors \^ch made these smaller t.ask groi^
successful? Grater clarity and specificity of goals and tasks were
certainly major factors. Since, the particular function or task was quite
clear (i.e. teaching, service, research, administration, etc:), the groip
could focus fairly quickly on considerations of specific roles and on
dev^qping effective and accepted procedures for handling decisibn-malcing
and conflict resolution. Available'skills and disciplines were quickly
identified and assigned to task accorrplishment. Same of the enormous
stresses and strains of the larger faculty team over \Aiich of its several
goals its limited resources ^ould be committed, were avoided in the smaller
groi^js because tasks and goals were much more clearly perceived and pursued.
Indeed, a major source of stress occurred when the smaller sub~teams
reported to the larger team and the recurring question of priority of goals
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and tasks reasserted itself. Thus, it seems that a small gmnp with a f.i m-t
goal and ta^ can function more efficiently and effectively than can a large
graap with diffuse or conflicting goals, tasks and interests.

A second factor may have been that power and leadersihip issues were
less intense in the smaller subgroi?)s than in the larger team. Fferfiaps
there was less at stake in the subgroi?®, .since every nipgnT-v=»r knew that their
work eventually would be reviewed by the larger groi:p and that minor
differences mi^t be better addressed at this level. Also, since the groL^
were sm^l, the concept of "shifting leadership," in otiier words, persons
moving into areas of leadership £is their roles and aVi n g dictated, may have
been easier to eff^. Finally, it is believed that delegation of the role
and tasks of administration to another groi^ may have removed concern over
these issues from the subgroup) environment.

The factor of personal motivation for belonging to cannot be
overlooked. Persons join teams for many reasons. Health t-jaatna may be
perceived as: l) a mechanism for being together and enjoying the emstional
support and conpai^ of persons with like philosophy and goals; 2) as a way
of working and acc^lishij^ ta^ together in an interactive manner; 3) as
a way of appreciating or diluting differences and maximizing energy and
irput towards task or mission; and 4) teams may be seen as a irwacihan-tgn^ for
acconplishing si^ficant changes in either the educational or patient care
system. These diverse motivations for joining and participating on health
care teams undoubtedly contribute to conflicting, goals, vdiich can dilute the
energy of the groi^).

An added factor is that of personality (Pihl and Spiers, 1977). While
most writers feel that interpersonal issues tend to be overrated and often
serve ^ a cover for lack of appropriate skills or mechanisms for
determining task-oriented work (Rubin et al., 1975), personality differences
undoubtedly can created difficulty on teams and c^ seriously interfere with
work acconplishment if they are not appropriately managed. Indeed, there is
sane evidence that certain personality types, as determined by the %ers-
Briggs personality indicator (MBIT), are less strongly drawn to team
work than others. Rqyer (1976) and others have used the METCT to h^p select
membership on family practice residency teams, with the general inpression
that S (sensing) types generally do not. fit in well on teams and that
persoi^ v4io differing by more than two dimensions may have difficulty
relating to each other in terms of the interpersonal and, possibly, the task
dimensions of their work.

Still another factor \diich my play a role is that of management style
(Reddin, 1965). M^gement style allxMes to the particular fashion in vftiich
persons organize and accortplish their work in relation to others, and,
includ^ such quaint designations as Develops, Missionary, Bureaucrat,
Autocrat, and Deserter. It is interesting that the style synthesis, or
cortposite management style of the original faculty team at the University of
Nevada, I^o, in 1975 was that of Developer, with the si;?:porting style being
that of Missionary, (There was one deserter!) This ccaiposition meant that
overall task orientation tended to be relatively lew, viiile relationship and
effectiveness orientations -were hi^. On the other hand, the smaller task
groi^ described here appeared to present a greater degree of task
orientation and to esdiibit more diversity and effective interdigitation of
management s'^les.
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Conclusions

In reviewijig the Team-TRAC ej^jerience at Nevada, one is teirpted to
think that size alone may be the major variable in determmii^ the
effectiveness of teamwork. On the other hand, given the breadth of goals
and tasks facing this and other team training projects, smaller faculty
teams prcbably vrould have buckled under 'the tremendous es^jectations of te^
mssrribers and external agencies. More" important, prcbably, is a realistic
assessinent of goals and tasks and greater attention to procedures for
establishing priorities. Another mechanism suggested by this paper consists
of identifying specific goals and tai^ \diicih are functionally related and
assigning these to subsets of the team. Such functional team units can then
realize the benefits of clarity, trust and smaller size.
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